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The Best Excursion in Secret Garden Waterfall Bali

Do you want to have a vacation in soothing place? Perhaps Secret Garden Waterfall Bali is one of perfect place 
selections to get a serenity in Bali. It offers a nature view such as waterfall, rice field, and also tropical forest.

Sambangan Village is well-known as Bali Secret Garden Village and located at Sukasada District, Buleleng 
Regency. This village is near Lovina Village, a dolphin destination in North Bali. It will take time about 3 
hours if depart from Gusti Ngurah Rai Aiport.

It sounds rather far if you are staying in Bali South. However, you shouldn’t be worry caused wohoota.com
 offers best solution for accompanying you go there.
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Hidden Waterfall Tour Bali

Trekking

This village has still beautiful and fascinate nature view and really recommended for those who want to enjoy 
natural atmosphere. The existence of its rice field and forest make many people prefer it for trekking activity. 
All of those will be passed along trekking.

7 Waterfall Point

Trekking will be finished at waterfall point. There isn’t not a waterfall that you will see but 7 Waterfall. The 
name of those waterfalls are

1. Pucuk Waterfall
2. Kembar Waterfall
3. Kroya Waterfall
4. Aling-Aling Waterfall
5. Canging Waterfall
6. Dedari Waterfall
7. Cemara Waterfall

Every waterfalls has each uniqueness and beauty. Besides that see sundry magnificence of nature, you also has a 
chance to meet many plantations such as: coffee, cacao, zalacca, sugar palm, jackfruit, and also banana.



Waterfall Cliff Jumping Bali

Sliding and Jumping

After trekking, you can try to get other activities, sliding and jumping off waterfall. Many visitor usually take 
the time to try, it’s really fun and thrilling. Have a few lovely jumps from the high cliff and fall into in nature 
pool with clear water, feel a freshness and coldness when touching your body.

So, visiting Bali Secret Garden, you can get Trekking while enjoy Waterfall North Bali Jumping Tour.
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